Model DA4D

Wireless Motion Sensor Transmitter
& Receiver

The Mr. Chime,®Inc. Model DA4D is a wireless motion
sensor, that senses the "body heat" emitted by person
crossing the field of detection and sends a signal by the
built-in RF transmitter, over 200' away to the remote
receiver with two "selectable", volume controlled,
pleasant electronic alerting sounds.
With addition of unique accessories, the basic one entry
alert package, changes into a multiple entry or area
monitoring "system", without having to purchase
additional separate units.

DARD (receiver)

9v Battery
Power Supply
for Receiver

Mr. Chime,® Inc. Patented micro technology provides
"maximum" performance with "minimum" size & price.
The area of width coverage is variable by
distance between the sensor and the
object being monitored, the closer
"narrow" the further "wider". Also, the
segments shown can be masked "off",
with tape, allowing coverage to just the
exact area desired.

DA4T (transmitter)
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FEATURES:
The DA4D has the exclusive design of a side mounted sensor and (unique
mounting bracket) to protect just the exact area of coverage, instead of
others that take up valuable floor space.
The motion sensor (Model DA4T) transmits a wireless signal to a remote
receiver over 200 feet away, that emits a choice of two different volume
controlled, pleasant electronic sounds. The (Model DA4TAC) is available with
its own AC power supply to eliminate battery replacement for high traffic
business locations, for those that have 110v AC available near the entrance.
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The Model DA4T (Sensor/transmitter), uses (1) 9v battery (not included) and
has a Patented low battery consumption design making it the best available.
The DA4D has a (12 volt output) for many plug-in accessories, with 3
selectable output timers to regulate the time duration of the accessory being
used.
The DA4D has personal codes to eliminate signals by other units in the close
proximity.
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The DA4D is available with an optional receiver with a 7 digit customer
counter for tracking customer flow into stores or fitting rooms (Model DARC)
The DA4D is wireless and does not require any electrical wiring.
Optional third alerting sound is available (MODEL PA1) for freight delivery
alerting, using our wireless door bell (MODEL DA5T) in conjunction with this
basic system.
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®
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